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For least the past thirty years, sentence

disparity' has been identified as a major problem in the

administration of criminal iustice (Andenaes, 1966; Berger,

t

1977; Blumberg,d1967; Cargan & Coats, 1974; Chandler, 1965;

Frankel, 1973; French, 1974'; Gaudet, 1949; Green, 1961;

Goldstjein & Goldstein, 19711Hewitt, 1976; Hoffman, 1968;

Howard, 1975; Kennedy, 1976; Levi,',1949; Mannheim, 1958;

McKay,1976; Nagel, 1965, Orland, 1975; Von Hirsch, 1976;

Wilkini & Chandler,"1965, Winick, Gerver & Blumberg, 1961;

Youngdahl, 1965, Zumwalt, 1973), While much of the specific

attention has been concentrated on disparities in sentence

of the death penalty (Singer, 1976) or in rape cases

-(Brownmiller, 1969), there'is 'widespread feeling that the

possibility th different sentences will be meted out to

individuals convicted in essentially the same situations

affronts the general undirstanding of whit we mean,by justice.

Beyond this, there is some feeling, backed by fragmentary'

evidence, that within'chance disparity, there may be out-

right discrimination.

Sentence disparity has also been acknowledged as an

international problem. A paper written by the United Nations

Secretariat in 1965 stressed that:

most countries there is, admittedly, a varying

degree-of disparity and Inconsistency in the sentencing process,

and this tends to_ engender disrespect and even cqatempt for

the law."
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bow disparate is sentencing in our country? The

immediate answer is that we don't really know because we have

never undertaken a comprehensive.study of courts at all levels

to find out. What we have instead are strong impressions, in-

tuitive generalizations, and a somewhat confusing array of

local, statewide a districtwide studies that indicate the

existence of an intolerable, level of disparity in sentencing,

morethan can be justified'by all the ,conventional explanaticns

that are currentloffered. Thi'ss trite even of the Federal

Court System, although this system obviously accounts for

only a very small proportion of thd;e:convicted and incarcerated.

Definitions

;Unfortunately,, such of the discussion of this topic

has proceeded on the simplistic assumption that sentence dis-

parity is a readily recognizable anq tlearry undeIirAble

ri .

phenomenon. The problem, however, is much more complex, and

reasonable men differ not only/on what can and ought to be done

about sentence disparity, but also on whether it is desirable,
I

an how much of it exists, and how significant it is in the

broad context of the criminal justice system.

To begin with, there is the matter of definition

of sentence, disparity. Whitney North Seymour (cited in Orland

Tyler, 1974) wrote that disparity exists on at least five

leVrs, 4 r

(
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One is the disparity between individual judges,
the fact that there is one judge who essentially
does not impose prioon sentences.and another judge
who does tend to 'impose prison sentences, and
the fact that throughout (the pr.f -on system)
everybody knows that if he is before Judge So,
and So; the chances, when he is Oonvicted, of
going to jail are much greater than trey are
before another judge. . . . This is one form
of disparity., .

Another form is disparity is for those defendants
who are convicted of the sa offense and_ with
essentially the same facto s present, the dif-
ferenoe sn the terms of the sentence they may,
get. . . . Inmates 'at Attica cou/0 realize
that they were serving several years longer
than somebody else who was convicted of the
same kind of violation. . .

.
I

The third kind of disparity is between offenses.,
That is, a different philosophy manifested in
the sentencing process, that if you commit one
kind of crime, it is a much more evil violation.
in 'terms of the punishment you get than another
kind of crime. . 4. Essentially, one pattern
came'out that it Is the so called white collar -

kind of violation -that tends to get what might
be defined as a slap on the wrist, whereas it
is the common criminal who tends to.be the one
who goes to jail. . . .

The fourth yardstick of disparity, . . be-
tween geographical areas. ft is absolutely
appalling to" look at reports . . . on the. basis
of sentences (.in the federal courts) from dif-
ferent districts and differenecircuits'around
the country. . . . The overall impression is
one that many of us know viscerally that if
you are caught in a certain part of4the,couhtry
you are going to get a much heavi'er sentence
that if you are caught in another part of..the -
coUntry. . . .

The fifth Area is -the .dieperity . . , between
the federal system and the state system. . . .

For certain types of violations . . which
court a man is,going to be prosectited in

1111v
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(will determine) . . . whether he is more
likely or less likely to get a heavier sentence,in the state court or the on the
same basic set of facts.

Seymour described disparity .between judges, between
1- ,

comparable defendants, between categories of offenses, be-

tween regions 4nd circuits, and between courts of various

levels. He also went beyond differences in the length of

sentence meted out, and dealt with disparity deriving fiom

whether a prison sentence is given or some irther disposition

is madb.

Of the disparities described, some are inevitable.

Different states.have"different statutes-covering the same

offenses. Therefore, someone caught in one state will receive

a different sentence than someone caught in another state

-, committing.Ole same offense.

Rational vs. Irrational Disparity

Outside of disparity deriving from differing statutes,

where does the remaining disparity come from? It can be

divided between what has been termed "irrational" disparity

and what must be considered 'rational" disparity.

Rational disparity is based on.the doctrine expressed

by the Supreme Court Williams v. New York, 337 V. S. 241, 247.

(1949) that the punishment should fit the crimin 1 as well

the crime. SucP an approach,it was pdstulateX\ would perMit

an effective mode of rehabilitaticin to be individually

41-

at

tailored'to each offender. The court could make a judgment

of the dangerousness or threat that each offender represented
.t*

S

S.

S.

S

4
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to the community. In each case, the court could best serve

the purposes of retributio71, incapacitation, rehabilitation,
-

general deterrence and specific deterrence by taking into

account the spe'Cific characteristics of the defendant, the

-( time when the offense was committed,, the social setting of '

the crime, and norms of the local community regarWing the

offense.

While there are parts of this argument that are open

.16

to serious question, and it is not clear that it is a defens-
.

ible position, nevertheless it is important-to bear in mind

- that recent pronouncements of the Supreme Court suggest that

dlfferential sentencing would besssessed under the loose

equal protection standard to determine whether it couldn't

"be shown to bear some rational, relationship to legitimate
.. .

(governmental) purposes." San Antonio Independent School

iDistrict v. Rodriquez, U..S. 93 S. Ct. 1278, 1284 (March 2 ,

1973). Constitutionally speaking, iherefore,it appears tha

:
it is irratiopril disparity that is invalid.

Sources of'Irrational Disparity

How does irrational disparity enter the picture?

Irrational disparity comeWrom human weaknesses of the

participants in the courtroom --the personality, mood and

temperament of the judge, the prosecutoz;, or the probation

officer. The judge, in attempting to utilize the "voice of.

the community" (Smith and Pollack, 1972) as a basis for

sentencing must rely on inferences from local press, radio

,
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or television., from casual contacts with citizens, speeches

by local politicians; pleading of special interest group
1

representatives, or even from correspondence from those

'writing to the judge and claiming 'not to be involved in the

specific case'. Rot only are these sources rapdom, but they`

may also be heav ly biased and unrepresentative.

The presentence report 0:f the probation officer has

been identified as high1y influential (Carter, 19e9;. Carter,&

Wilkins, /5 76) or moderately influential (Dressler, 1969; appan,

1960) and has.been alternately praised as most helpful.(Tyler,

1976) and criticized as, at times,'sheer gobbledygook (Blumberg,

1967) or biased
e
(Smith 4 Berlin, 1974). 'Whatever the case, it

is obvious that the training, judgment, perspicacity-and fairnsss

of the probation officer affect the sentencing decision, for the

presentence report and its use are potential sources of both

rational g irrational bias.
. (

Some scholara have ivisted.that the role of the

prosecutor in influencing the sentencing decisiop.is

considerable (Teitelbaum, 1972) and others have argued for

an expanded role for defense attorneys (Dash, 1972; Miller,

1972). If so,. the variability in personalities and predelictions

of the lawyers in a given case plays a significant part.

Disparity also arises because of'a lack of communica-

tion between judges concerning the goals and.desiderata .of

sentencing. It is not uncommon for judges sitting in the

4 same courthouse to hand out !larmingly different sentences

in what appear to be very similar situations. The National

0
()

f
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)1 dvisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Goals and Standards.,

Report on Corrections suggests that "at least some dialogbe

should be initiated between judges withib the same jurisdic-

tion to address some of the variables and factors contributing

to, certain of the more harmful discrepancies of the sentencing

process."

The same report also dr ws ettention to the lack of

communication between sentencing courts and the correctional

system and the iI ularityengendered thereby. More shocking,

it identifies random ignorance of sentencing alternatives as
i

,

a cause of 4;;crepancy. "A survey of Federal court Adges

made shortly after the passage of laws authorizing the use of

new alternatives revealed that many were not familiar with these

options.) As familiatity increased,- so '..aid 'use, and disparity

between dispositions by judges who had been cognizant of these

possibilities and those who had not -decreased sharply."

Another source of irrational diSparity is noted in

the commenda%le, but thus fir, ineffectual attempt to identify,

the individual who represents a danger to society inOhis

potential for violence. As Wilkins pointed out in his remarks

to. the 1974 Sentencing Institute for the First.and Second

United States Judicial Circuits (Orlando & Tglk, 1970_

"We are still waiting for a breakthrough in the prediction

of violence. At the present time, we skill have too many

false positives." False posi;ives are those individuals

who are predicted to be violdht who, in\f,act,,do not act in

a
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this way. Monahan (1976) reviewed the studies attempting

to predict violence and reached the sameconclution. The

last few years have witnessed a remarkable increase in the

number of experimental and naturalistic studies aimed at

validating the ability of behavioral scientists to prOict
)

violence : . . every study has
)

led to similar conclusions

.. . . violence is overpredicted." Judges, too, apparently
.

make this type of error, for'they identify the protection

of,society from possible danger as one 6f the goals of
41.

sentencing. 'Clearly, too, some irrational disparity derives

from the constantly changing philosophy of sentencing that is

prevalent. Judges of different ages and backgrounds must

encounter different expressed philosophies. The historical

perspective shows that sentencing during the Colonial period

and thereafter was viewed as an alternative to the gallows,,

Ind 'for the purpose of specific deterrarice. Therefore,

dentances were very long and.unvariant. In-the 1820's a

.second stage developed; in which the ethic of rehabilitation

based on rigid, disciplined prison. routines emerged. Sentences 4

declined somewhat, but/ were still very harsh hnd very long.

In the post 1870 period, the slow ad hoc growth of mechanisms,

moving away from lengthy sentence* appeared. The fourth stage,

the system that we are now in,'emerged during the first decade

of this century: It is characterized by the, 'use of probation,

parole and indeterminate sentencing. This both expanded dis-

cretion and diffused responsibility. Within the past ten years

014..

I o..,
)

R

0-
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disillusion with this system and its philosophies have begun

to reappear among tAelp and to emerfe as reform among th6

yougg.

Approaches to the Measurement of Sources of Disparity

On a somewhat theoretical plane, here are those

who believe tha6t it is possible to do o-a analysis 7
of all of the factors cited above and ultimately determine

the proportiona.koritribution of each of them to the final

sentencing dedision'. There are others,,hmost notably Gaylin

(1974), who insist that statistical and actuarial studies
010

can_only give us an approximate that derives from ell cases

it is true in no single cast. They,say that statistical

descriptions are like the depiction of the average American

family as having 1.8 children, an abstraction with no possible

4
cprrelate in the reel world. With regard to sentencing,

they444/ieve that the complex of interacting factors that

results in any single sentence occurs but once in time,"

although they would admit that a major contribution to this

constellation comes from the unique approach and philosophy

'of each sentencing judge.' Thus, Gaylin (1974) in searchiA01

for the causes of sentence disparity, interviewed individual

judges about their philosophies of justice, ,crime,and punish-
,

ment. This general dispute closely parallels an :irgUment

that.has long prevailed in the study of personality'between

1
those who adop t the nomothetic Tile* of laws deriving from

1')
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a

Wide-4cale studies and those who hold the idiographic
4

view of unique individ6ality (Allport, 1961).

. P
Whichever position one takes, it is, clear that

personality variables are significant sources of disparity,

particularly in the
!
case of, the judge. Unless the judge

ccomet to the bench with a background in vente ing, there

are few remptces available that provide guidan e-with regard
41

to this function.. Unlike his continental counterparts, an
.

4Forican judge receives little or no specific formal,trai'ni.ng

for,his role. The curricula,of most law schools do,not con-

tain-much that will specifically prepare a newly appointed

sitting judge for his work, and thus he must fall back on'

an "intuitive undistanding mf.the requirements of sehtencr

Elling" (Winick, Gerver 6 umberg, (1961) .

.
( - #

This situation is exacerbed by the fact that
I

federal law, and most state laws, do not specify the
CI,

goals of the sentencinf process (Frankel, 1972). At present,

S

judge.; are not required, 4n most cases, to identify the

purpose, philosophy or goal df a, given sentence, thus depriv-

ing their colleagues of guidance, not to speak of the ambiguity

created for penal authorities' and parole bodes,

444

I r
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Civil Rights Issues in Sentence Disparity

Within existing irsational disparity th sent41,enc-

Ning are there civil rights issues that require attent
1)

on?

An analysis of the Civil Rights A4 of 1975 would suggest

that the answer must be affirmative, if irrational disparity

can be shown to exist.

In a memorandum by Richard Baca (1977) General

Counsel of the United States Coimmission on Civil Rights,

the following duties are understood to have been imposed

on the Commissionby Section 104(a)'of the Civil Rights Act

Of 1957, as -amended:
1 °

1. To study and collect information re-
garding the denial of equal protection of
the laws because of race, color; geligion,
sex or national origin or in th6 administra-
tion of justice)

2. to appraise the laws and policies of
the Federal Government with regard to denials
of equal protection of the laws because of
race, color, religion, sex or national origin
or in the administration of,justicei and

3. to serve as a national clearinghouse
for information in zespect to denials of equal
protection of the laws because of race, color;
'religion, sex or national origin or in the ad-
ministration of justice.

In the three places where the term "administra-
tion of justice" is used, it appears as a sepa-
rate jurisdictional grant limited by the term
"equal p ;otection of the laws" but not limited
by the phrase "because of race, color, religion,
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-sex or national origin." While the legisla-
tive history,ef these provisions is scant,
it is clear that Congress intended ,the the
Commission examine issues ;elating to the
administration of justice whether or not the
issues involve race, color, sex, religion
or national origin. Commenting on the 1964
amendments to the Civil Rights Act, Senator
Hubert Humphrey, the floor managei of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, stated:

"Basically, as the amendment indi-
cates, there are denials vz.f equal
protection because of race, color,
religion or national origin and
denialk of equal protection in
the administration of justice,
whether or not relent to race,
color, religion or national ori-
gin. 110 Cong. Rec. 12288 (June
4, 1964).".

Commission memoranda on the scope of our
administration of justice jurisdiction have
consistently concluded that we are authorized
to inquire into any denial of equal protec-
tion in the administration'of justice, whether
or not the dental is based on one of the
enumerated ategories.1

In defining the term "equal protection of the
laws," an appendix prepared for the Commis-
sioners' March 20, 1960 meeting2 as a part of
the statement entitled "'The Scope of the Author-
it0 of the Commission on Civg/Rights Under
Section 104(a) of the Civil Rights Act ,of 1957,"
adopted by the Commissioners on May 26, 1960,
asserts that:

I. See memorandum of March 20, 1960, entitled
"Appendix B: 'Aspects of the Commission's Juris-
diction"; memorandum of Nov. 20, 1920 by John
Ulfelder, Asst. General Counsel; memorandum of

March 31, 1971 by John H. Powell, Jr., General
Counsel, and memorandum of Aug. 12, 1971 entitled
"The Scope of the Commission's Jurisdiction."

2. See "Appendix B:
Jurisdiction."

Aspects of the Commission's

4

lb_

fb.



"Two propositions are basic in any
consideration of the Commission's
jurisdiction. One is that the Com-
missiop's jurisdiction goes at least
as far as the court decisions inter-
preting the equal protection clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment,. This is
obviouSly so because the Commission's
jurisdiction in every field save vot-
ing turns upon 'the equal protection
of the laws' . . . and because, as
Senator Eastland stated in debate on
/the /Acct, 'equal protection of the
laws' Means what the courts have
interpreted it to mean. . The
other general observation is that
the Commission's jurisdiction extends
beyond the scope of specific -court
decisions condemming specific viola-
tions of the equal'protection clause
. . . to the general prohibition against
discrimination which is expressed by that
clause.

Therefore, the Commission can collect and assess
facts to dete $.mine whether there has been a denial
of equal protection inithe administrationNof justice
without waiting for a court to examine the pro-
priety of the challenged governmental conduct. ,.

The only qualificationvof our authority to examine
into denials of equal protection in the administra-
tion of justice which appears in previous memor-
anda is that "equal protection ofthe laws" refers
to the activities of judicial, law enfdrcemePt and .

correctional officials in administering the law and
not to the validity of the underlyidg law.3 For
example, while the Commission could legitimately
examine into such matters as brutality during arrest,
bail, and confinement conditions pursuant to its
administration of justice jurisdiction, it would
not have authority to consider the constitution-
ality of the statute under which a class of defend-
ants was charged.

3. See memorandum of John H. Powell, Jr.,
General Counsel, March 31, 1971.
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Neyerthelest, so long as the ComAkssiod's
inquiries are restricted to matters a pro-
cedure rather than to substantive challenges
to a particular law or ordinance, prior Inter-
pretations of our administratibn of jUstice
.jeirisdiction enable us to examine the disparate
treatment of any class of individuals by the
judicial system (whether the civil4 or criminal-
branch), law enforcement agencies or corrections
institutions.

The Commission, in its past activities in the
'area of the administration of justice, has
affirmed thgee4broad interpretations by the
Comiission,staff. It has not limited its inquiry
to denials of equal protection based on race,

religion,lesex or national origin. The
Commission has conducted investigations and held
hearings regarding police/community relations in
18 communities. While their focus was usually
the treatment of minorites b% the police, the
inquiries did not exclude the impact of pOlice
misccinduct.on other segments of the communities.
LikewiSev the 13 prison studies done by the
Commission's State advisory committees addressed
the problems of prisoners as aWistinct),class
rather than Confining the studies to the problems
of racial, ethnic or religious minorities within
the prisons.

J

Nor has the Commission limited itself to studies
of the criminal justice system. Volume 5 of the
Statutory Report for 1971 deals with the exclusion

*5Y minorities from jur0service. The Virginia
State Advisory Committee conducted a study and
issued a repOrt on the selection of judges in the
state of Virginia.

Although the ter "administration of justice" is
not defined in the statute or in its legislative
histOr.y, the work of the Commission reveals the
following defiXitIon: the Commission's administia-
tion of justice jurisdiction encompasses issues_of
the denial of equal protection in judicial (both
civil and criminal), law enforcement and corrections
activities, and includes all stages'of the judicial
process (e.g., bail, arresticonduct,of trial, im-,
prisonment, probation, parole).

. Id.

C)
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F

Beyond .the ;>4.fic charges of the U. S. Commission

on Civil Rights, it is important to consider in a somewhat

broader perspective the constitutional bases for attacking

discriminatorily applied sentences.

I The Constitutional Bases for Attacking Discriminatorily

Applied Sentences

A.' The Eighth Amendment

The b n c on cruel and unusual
r
purishments imposed by

7 the Eighth AmendrInt has been used only sparingly in criminal
r

sentences. (See Berger, Equal Protection a-zd Crimijal Sentencing:

. Legal and Aolicy*Considerations, 71 NW,(sU. L. ReV. 29 (1976).

It has been held to apply to the imposition of excessive punish-

11.

mentsin Weems v. United States, 217 U. S. 349 (19k9). d it

has been described as "drawing its meaning from th. evolving

''standards of decency that mark the progress o maturing society.'

,Trop v. Dulles, 356 U. S. 86, 101 (1958). a California case,

then supreme Court of California held that an indeterminate'

sentence of up to Life for indecent exposure violated the Eighth

AMendme.nts. In Re 'Lynch, 503 P. 2d 921 (e9e2).) The Eighth

Amendment is generally used only to invalidate excessive

or disproportionate sentences, as in the cases above, and

has not been appl ed to the problem ofdisparity. In the

Death Pena'ty ca.ses, however, the Court held that statutes

which allowed for arbitrary imposition of the death penalty

were invalid. An Eighth Amendment challenge to disparity

in a non-capital offense could p6ssibly be made op the
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basis of those cases, but it would be difficult.
. 4

B. Substantive Due Process

Under tie notion of substantive due process the Con-

stitution protects "fundamental,interests" and basic liberties.

In Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535 (1942), pheSb kerne Curt

invalidated azilOklahoma statute providing for compulsory

sterilization afer a third conviitionFor a felony "involving
a

moral turpitude," but excluding felonies such as embezzlement.

Though state classification of, crimes would not ordinarily'-be(

overturned, the Court held that usual deference fo state

police power was not warranted bore. "We are dealing here with

legislation which involves one of the basic civil rights of

man(procreation). He is forever deprIvedob. a basic liberty."

If the notion of the "basic liberties" to which we ar4tall

entitled would be expanded to includ freedom from incarceration,

or at least frog incarceration lop° ad on discretionary and

discriminatory bases, discretionary sentencing statutes might

be deemed unconstitutional. AS Court, however, Has thus

far fall_sd to rule on substantive duk process as it relates to

1

punishment." Se Ingraham v. Wright, 430 U.S. 651r(1977); holding

that corporal punishment in public schools does not violate

procedural due process, and not reaching the subseantive due

process issue.

C. Equal Protection

S

S

a

Thelqual'Protection Clause, of the Fourteenth Amendment S
offers an alternative approach to challenging the' constitution-

ality of disparate sentences. The Supreme Court has generally
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used two tests to deterMjne whether a statute is violatiVe of

equal protection. If the classification'which is being

challenged has been deemed to be suspect (such as race) And

the interest involved is a fundamental Interest (such as the

,

right 'to travel or 'to marry), then any state statute, will be

subject to "strict scrutiny" to determine whether there is a

compelling state Interest which is served by, the discriminatory
/

,clasflfication. In virtually all cases, the strict scrutiny

test will not be met, and the statute will fall.

However, Ben encing decisilDns have net yet been deemed

to involve a fundamental interest. In cases Where a fundamental

interest, is not involved, the Court applieemonly a "rational

relationship" test, meaning that if the classificatidt bears

a rational relationship tp the ends to be served by the statute,

the statute will sta0. These are the traditional equal,pro-

tectiOn tests and suggest that sentencing classifications

, challenged on equal protection.grounds would probably not be

invalidated by COurt%

However, recent cases/have been tending to strengthen the

rational relationship test by requiring a state to show more
4i

than a theo0 of rationaliCy to support a sentencing classi-

fication. Although requiring less-,than a "compelling 'state

interest" the Court has retently looked for_ stronger empirical
.

data t9 prove rationality. See McGinnis v. RojLster, 410 U.S.

263' (1973) (upholding goof -time c edit.to a class of pre-trial

Idetainees) and'Marshall v. United States"' 414 U.S., 417 (1974)

(upholding a Congressional scheme excluding from discretionary

21
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rehabilitative commitment addicts with two or more prior felony

convictions, on the basis that the aim waslibe exclusion of

those less likely to be rehabilitated).

Lower court cases challenging sentencing decisions on

equal protection grounds have consistently 'Tailed. See U.S. v.

McCord, 466 F. 2d 17 (2d Cir. 1972), Simon v. Woodson, 454 F.

2-d 161 (5th 'Cir. 1972), Meyers v. United States, 446 F. 2d 37

(2d Cir. 197.1), 2Uorida ex rel Thomas v. Culver, 253 F. 2d 50

508,, (5th Cir.) cert denied 35;8 U.S. 822 (1958),.

In United States v. McCord, supra, McCord claimed-dis-

crimination, contending that he received a one-year sentence as

a conscientio.us objector rather than a year'o probation and

civilian work because he was not a Jehovah's Witness or a CO due

to religious beliefs. .Rather, he was a CO on moral and intellectual

grounds. 7he 21 Jehovah's Witnesses sentenced for the same offense

had been puteon probttion and directed_ to do civilian work by the

eame court. Nevertheless, the court held that McCord had failed

to convince'it that there was "a discriminatory sentencing

procedure'in that court which would bind all judges to f1low

it in each and every case, and that he had also failed to make

any showing that, had he boorN Jehovah's Witness, the Judge
4)

would have Imposed" a lighter sentence.

The didisent, however, wrote that If the appellant were

black and had charged that all whites in his position had bed

given probation in the court because they were whites, we

would give any sentence that sent appellee to jail the 'most

rigid scrutiny'".

e_
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A report on sentencing practices in the*Federal

1.

Courts in New York'City, by the Committee on the Federal
4

Courts of the Association of the Bar of 'the City of New

York (2973) makes the following points:

Traditionally, the approach ofmost federal
Courts of Appeals to correction of excessive
sentences has been to intimate, sometimes none
too subtly, that on remand the District Court.
possibly should grant a motion under Rule 35
to reduce the sentence. As yet, however, re-
dpction of a federalksentence by an appellate
court on the ground of disparity'hasbeen a
rarity. Likewise, in those cases where appel-
lants have sought to show statistically that
there was a discriminatory disparity in the
court'ssentencing policy, their arguments
Apre met with little success: As yet, how-
eety, no in-depth study of the sentencing
process, giving consideration to all legiti-
pate variables, has been presented in litiga-
tion to buttress an equal protection argument
about disparity, and that avenue of attack on
the problem,does not yet appear foreclosed.

This report suggests, then, that an in-depth atudy of

s

sentencing, giving consideration to all legitimate variables

might well buttress an equal protection argument about dia-
.

'parity.

Another area subject to possible challenge is where

codefendants in the same criminal charge and with the same

degree of complicity receive disproportionate sentences.

U.S. v. Wiley, 27.8 F. 2d 500, (7th Cir. 1960) overturned such

a conviction since it was imposed in part for the fact that

the defendant had availed himself of his right to trial where

the,dtherldefenirts had Needed guilty. In this sort of

case, the variable legitimate factors are reduced to a
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minimum thus increasing the possibility that an equal pro-

tection challenge will be successful. Such cases,

natural control of related variables, do not occur with

- great frequency, however.

These equal protection challenges relate primarily

'to existing demonstrable disparity in sentencing that can be

shown to derive from other than rational sources of all types.

t

Howevez, the charge of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights..

also specifies inequality or ."denial of equal Protection of

the laws- ecause of race,-color, religion, sex or national

m origin." Cannwe demonstrate, or'have there been demonstrations

( %.*

of,convistent bias in sentencing on the basis of "race', color,

4,

religion, sex or national origin" that might lead to suspicion

of -such denial?

Disparity and Discriimination--Speculation and Claims
- ,

Cortainlg, there have been critics who have charged

that the criminal jystice system operates in a elised mariner

toward certain disadvantaged members of society. According

to this perspective, those underpiiv4ledged segments of

society such as the poor, the black and other minorities are

overrepresented in official crime records and often receive

more severe treatment than other similarly situated offenders,

Schrag (1971) made toe point that:

Criminal sanctions also vary according to
other characteristics of the offender, and
for any given offense they tend to be most
frequent and most severe among males, the
young (excepting juveniles handled in the
civil courts), the unemployed or underemployed,

0 4
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the poorly educated, members of the lower
classes, members of minority groups,
transients, residents of deteriorated
urban areas.'

In the same vein, much more sharply, Quinney (1970)

says that "perhaps the most obvio -us example of judicial dis- .

cretion occurs in the handling o,A cases of persons from minority

groups. Negroes in comparison to whites are convicted with

lesser evidence and sentenced to more severe punishment."

If Quinney's charge could be supported by evidence,

clearly an equal protection issue would have been. raised.

Schrag, on the other hand, while raising a number Qf questions

seems to confound possible legitimate and possible illegiti-

mate sources of disparity. Iv both cases, however, as in

the writings of many others, we are confrqpted with intuitive

reactionsand speculations, but not by adequate empirical data.

Disparity and Discrimination--Research Evidence

When.we examine the attempts of
Q,

researcher&

to measure the degree to which discrimination i& operative
K
,..--

in sentence dispositions, we discover a methodologicaf'eangle

..
and contradictory findings.

A fairly typical study of the 1940's was that of

0

0

I

Johnson (1941) covering.the period from 1930 to 1940.

Johnson reviewed the court records of 645 adult homicide

offenders in North Carolina, Georgia and Virginia. He con-

cluded that sentencing practices were highly biased against

blacks, especially those charged with ,killing whites. Garfinkel

,(1949) replicated Johnson's study and attempted to improve it

by increasing the sample size by twenty-five percents including

4



Clonal dependeat variables and dichtomizing homicide

offenses into first and' second degree. He, too, concluded

that blacks' were'treated more severely than white offenders.

HoNever, just as this is typical ol the findings

of studies deriving from the forties and flifties, it is

equally typical of the crude methodology that was widely

employed in studies of discrimination of those decades. Usu-

ally gross comparisons were made of outcome variables of blacks

contrasted with a comparable number of whites, without the

use of control variables. For example, neither of the studies

cited &love considered.the effects of prior record on sentence

outcome. It is quite passible that those with a more serious

...
prior record were treated more severely, and if blacks'had more

extensive prior records, they would receive more'severe sentornces.

)

Another control variable that must be taktn into

consideration is seriousness of offense.' When Bensing and

Schroeder (1960) controlled for this variable in analyzing

662 homicides th0 occurred in Cleveland between 1947 and 1954,

they found 'no evidence of,raciald1scrimination in the handling

of the offenders. While it was true that blacks who killed

whites were treated more severely in general than whites who

killed blacks, the former group (blacks who killed whites)
..e

was also more apt to have, faced more serious charges, such

as homicide while perpetrating robbery or rapee-
....

As studies began to include these control variables,
. 4

result,etended to be more contradictory. The results contributed
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no doubt to the conclusion of the committee on the Federal

Courts'of the association of the Bar of the City of New York

(1973) that: .

No study of which we are aware, however,
has conclusively documented the thesis that
there is disparity in sentencing unrelated
to factors which the courts are authorized
to consider. In other words, one cannot
say with assurance that variations in

.4 sentences for the same crime are not due
to the variant admixture of factors which
judges are legally permitted to take into
account at sentencing.

0
It could even be argued that these copclusions could

be drawn regarding some of .the more sophisticated studies of

the sixties. Bullock (1961) studied the sentence length of

'

tk114,3,644 cases of homicide for the year 1958. While controlling

for type of offense, type of plea, prior record and urbaniza-

tion, his findings supported the existence of differential

sentencing practices, NIA in contradictory directions. While

blacks received longer sentences for burglary, they received

shorter sentences than whites foi murder. Bullock also found

that those pleading guilty receivetshorter sentences than

those who did mot do So.

Green (19f1 and 1964) fuillher refined themethodoIogy

of:these #udiea-in his study of .1,437 cases dealt with by

,
eigi.V4en judges, in'the Philadelphia Court of Quarter Sessions.

O

Although a Simple breakdown into two groups, black defendants

and white defendants, showed that blacka were treated more

severly than whites, the differences are explained in major

part, whep one takes into account Severity o; offense and prior

1114.,

v
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record as control variables. Green showed( for example,

r
that blacks who had robbed whites were significantly more

likely to have been armed than blacks who had robbed other
40

blacks. Re concluded that sentencing differences among blacks

and whites resulted from actual legal differences in the-cases

o

t

apprehended offenders, rather than from racial discrimina-

4
on. (At the same time, Green also concluded that:

as cases move from the extreme of gravity
or mildness toward Intermediacy, judicial
standards tend to be&ome less stable and
sentencing increasingly reflects the
individuality of the judge.)

At about the same time Vines and Jacobs (1963) found

11,

that for the years 1954,1958 and 1960 in over 4,000 court

cases in New Orleans Parish, Louisiana, blac ,ks received

siinificantly layer Sentences than whites even when they

controlled for severity of, offenses committed.
deo

Nindelang (1969) in a review article entitled "Equality

Under the Law" tried to sort aut the coherent trends in these

-contradictory findings. He noted that most studdes that found

eviVenoo-of differential sentencing used data frdlln Southern

regions of- the country and were, on the average, approximately

10 years older than those studies which failed to find evidence

of discrimination per se.

Page (1975) commented that Hindelang's analysis

was limited to-studies that were conducted before 1965. His

own anaysis of some studies completed during the decade of
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1965 to 1975 leads him to concluctiNthat:

"Alth2mgh theseoracent invristigations are generally

more methodologically rigorous, uselpore recent da a, and

include a wider variety of offenses, their findings

still contradictory."

Nevettheleffs, in the past few years, several studies

seem to indicate that in certain regions avid circumstances

examined there is evidence that race is related to differen-

tia/ outcome. French and Hyatt (1974) fouid that in North Card-

lina, while whiteseaccount for the majority of felony arrests,

blacks are the ones who are adjudicated more harshly, account-

ing for the majority of incarcerations. Wolfgang and Reidel

(19754 reanalyzed a savpie of 361 rape cases in Georgia to

determine the effect of a death penalty statute enacted by

the State legislation after the 1972 Supreme Court decision

on capital punishment. Under the provisions of the new statute,

which specifies hat a death sentence requires the existence of

an ,"aggravatifigjcircumstance," these reanalyses attempted to

discover what factors, other than race, may have been import-

ant in imposing the death penalty. Their results showed that

race, and not -any of the other nonracial aggravating cir-

cumstances, still seemed to be the prime factor in imposition

of capital punishment.

Uhlman (1975) in a doctoral dissertation at the

University of North C4rolina studied dispositions of black

and white defendants in "Metro City"--not further identifiee_,

0
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The study focused closely on ethnicity of the judges as

well. No.significant differences were found between the

rkgrounds or behavior of black judges and white judges.

Discrepincies were found between the treatment of black

defendants and white defendants. Both black judges and white

judges were harsher on black defendants.

'Thomas and Cage (1975) found race one of several Variables 40.

affecting disposition outcome among juvenile court defendants

in an unnamed Virginia locality, even when the type of offense

and prior-offenses were controlled. With similar and even

additional controls, Kulig and Hawkinson (1975) found race

to have a,significant effect on sentence
4
in Douglas County,

Nebraska during the years 1970, 1971, and 1972. Tiffany,

Avichar and Peters (1975) examined 1,248 federal convictions

for bank robbery, auto theft, interstate transportation of

forged securities and miscellaneous forgery. They included

among their Controls the type of counsel,,appointed or retained.

Among other factors, rac showed some effect on sentencing.

4
Clarke, et al 071977) reported on a study of Alaska's

felony sentencing patterns occurring between August 1, 1974

and August 1, 1976. After taking into account the independent

contribution of all other factors in the study, being black

in and of itself contributed an(estimated 11.9 mouths to

drug felony sentences and 6.5 months to sentences for-crimes

of theft or unlawful 'entry. This independent "blackness

4
factor" survived statistical tests and was shown to increase

e

0
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the severity of sentences-entirely aside from such COh-

siderafions as employment history, educational level,

occupation, income, prior criminal history, and probation

'or parole status.

Nall and Simkus (1975) found that even when con-

trolling for several test factors, native American (American

Indjan) offenders who appealed before the district courts, in

a Neatern state were more likely to receive sentences in-

volving incarceration-in the state prison system than were

white offenders.

In a dissertation research project by Dison (1976)

prisoners incarcerated in the Texas Department for Corrections

for robbery were studied to test the hypothesis that the

powerless receive more severe criminal sentences than do the

soowerful. Measures of association and selected control variables

were used dealing w44.11,characteristics of the victim, circum-.

stances of the crime, and circumstances of legal disposition.

The findings tended not to support the class conflict theories

of crime, but Dison still reported a finding of a weak re-

lationship between race of the offendfr and sentence length.

Nevertheless, Chiricus and Waldo (1975) in examining

.
10,488 inmates convicted for a total of 17 specific offenses

in three Southeastern states, found that prior record and
4

some demographic characteristics, when introduced as control

variables, explained away apparent differences in sentencing

31
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between social classes. More to the point, Kelly (1976)

studying a sample of 2,090 convicts in the Oklahoma penal

system, foundlthat race accounted for only 10% of the disparity

in sentencing for burglary. That 10% was due to. the positive

'relationship between being black and sentence length. At'the

4
same time, race accounted for 30% of the variance in sentences

fos homicide, but in this case because of a negative re-

lationship between being Indian or Mexican-American. Pope

(1976) in a sophisticated sit'u of the sent...wing of California

felony offenders, found no substantial differences between black

and white defendants and sentence length dispensed by lower

court judges. For both rural and urban areas, black and white

defendants were equally likely to receive the same sentence

\\I(ere substantially more likely than rural whites to be sentenced

lengths from lower courts. He noteq, though,that rural blacks

to a\jail term of any length by municipal court judges.

Indications andiImplications

Whatlndication do we find in the basis of this

"array of studies and what poSsibilities are suggested?

To begin with, the existence of regional disparity

has long been(acknowledfad,,: and is confirmed. It appears

that in some localities and regions, racial factori contribute

to sentencing outcomes, and-in others it does not. How many

regiops are in the first category, and how many are in the

secOnd,is not known.



It is unquestionablyiso that, durNg the given

period of any study, in 0 specifiAd locality, region, or

even system, racial discrimination in'sentencing may be

found to prevail. At a subsequent period of time, or during

an earlier time period, no eyidence of racial discrimination

'uo

Some racial bias operated in a paradoxical direction.

\\ In some cases, particularly more recent ones, membership in

a specific minority may contribute to the likelihood of getting/

a more lenient sentence than is meted out to a member of the

white majority chargee'with a similar crime.

Methodological ConcernsCOntrol-Variables
I

All these maybe true, but they are difficult to

Prove. Any suspicion-Qtihial discrimination is difficult

to prove conclusively because differential outcomes can be

efplained, in part, by control variables. ..751t what control

varia4e should be used in studying these questions, however,

remains open to argument. It is a matter of judgment to some

extent,.although obviously the control variables ought to

' include those factors that the judge may legally take into

consideration in sentencing and is usually presumed to be

considering in reaching this decision. These would include

several from the list of factors that Wilkins and Cartlr

proposed in a study of factors that probation officers considered

in writing presentence reports. They are: the sr4cific offense,

priSr record, psychological or psychiatric reports, defendant's
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statement, defendant's attitude, employment history, age,

family history, marital status, medical history, educational

background, military hfsto9y, alcoholic involvemeA, personal

ihtertits and 'activities, plea, conf neAnt status, and

tresidence data. -

Simply plit, the control variables utilized must take

into account the original charge at the time of arrest, the

specific offense for which the defendant was tried, and miti-

gating factors that may or may not be present. In addition to

the offender-related control variables of prior criminal reccrd,
V

there must also be consideration of length of time at risk

since any pievious arrest or previous sentence, and the number

of current offenses. r.
One problem ir--7Weciding just which con rol variables

to utilize is that the choice expresses a philosophy of

sentencing. On the one hand, resource variables--residence,

income, education, medical history, and even some indicators

of pathologies- -are class related and some insisit that they

.

40.

must be taken into account. Nonetheless, Hewitt (1977) found

that for 504 convicted adult felons whose records were kept

in the Xing County prosecutor's office in Seattle, Washington,

for the year 1973, resource factors contributed only indirectly
.

to sentencing. The only factor with statistically significant

direct effect of any of the sentencing variables was sex of

C"

k

4f

0..
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the offender. ,(The remaining resource variables had their

total effects largely mediated by various intervening

variables such as.type of, offense, prior record, weapon

or violence, bail; and the prosecution and probation

pre - sentence recommendations.) On the otker hand, while it

appears reasonable t9 insist that the original charge and

,jior criminal record be taken into.acCount, that charge in

itself and the prior record may be construed by some critics

/is
indications of disparate' treatment in the criminal

/' justice system. Thus, some may insist that prior criminal

records and the severity of initial charges explain apparently'

disparate sentencing, and others will counter by arguing that

all these factors are part 'of a continuing pattern of unequal

treatment and destiny.
P

An eddit/nal methodological consideration stems

from the often cited notion that crimes committed by blacks

against blacks are treat4d with leniency while crimes committed

by blacks against whites are dealt with harshly. This notion

was, in fact, at the very heart of Green's (1964) study of

sentencing in Philadelphia, although Green begins withathe

premise that an intro - racial crime is More likely to have

grown out of an existing relationship,so that inter - racial

crime'is more serious from a legal standpoint. NeVerthe2ess,

in several recent ,studies, it was decided that controls for

the ethnicity of the_Nictims are vital to the study of sentence

disparity.
a
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What we mean exactly by the contribution of race as

a variable' to sentence disparity must also be further clarified.

In the Wolfgang (1957) Philadelphia homicide study, it was found

that the modal or most frequent sentences for black defendants

'were less severe than the modal sentences of white defendants.

Nagel (1967) concluded in his review of state and federal cases

for the years 1962 -63 that disadvantaged groups (which include
Ir

the indigent, Negroes and the less educated) received com-

paratively unfavorable treatment in assault sentencing, but:

when it came to larceny sentencing, .their treatment was favor-

able as to length of imprisonment.

It follows-as well that we must carefully define

our crilte.cion, tte impact on sentencing, and this is usually

done in terms of the length of imprisonment to which the

offender is sentenced.

This is a reasonable operational criterion because

it is measurable and clear, but it is obvious only a small

ti
part of a total picture. The picture also includes the use

of the other dispositional alternatives available to the judge

and once sentence has been imposede the actuallength of time

served, taking into account the impact of minimal and maximal,

time earned for goof behav4hor, and the decision of the parole

board.

Methodological Concerns--Statistical Treatment

The wide variety of, research designs and statistical

treatments that haie been utilidled in the study of sentence,

S.

IF
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disparity has contributed to the confusion as well. Although'

it is possible, and even defensible,to study the same

phenomenon through comparisons of group means, non -parametric

tests such as chi square, product-momentjorrelational analysis,

analysis of variance, regression analyis, factor analysis, path

analysis or any of the _variants of these methods, the results of

the analyses that are performed will have a distinctive shade of

ali

me ng that derives from the specific method. Thus, some methods
., .

`wil tell us whether differences between groups are likOly to

have occurred by chance, others will tell us what variables seem

to cluster together, and others will tell us what proportion of

the variance in a given factor might be attributed to another

factor.

Methodological Concerns--Promising Directions

Some of these problems were overcome by Nagel (1965)

who was able to consider data taken from the trial court dockets

in a sample of 194 counties in all 50 states. He also reported

that "the raw data for the federal cases was taken from the

36,265 federal criminal cases decided in 1963." He els°

widened his scope to include the various stages in the administra-

tioq of criminal procedures. It is significant that his study

was entitled "Disparities in Criminal Procedure" and Nagel has

written extensively on this topic, concluding that significant

unwarranted disparity exists. However, while he did include

information'on economic class, sex, -race, age, education,

urbanism, region and level of gOvernment, Nagel was unable,
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because of his data sources, tqlo control fo

X

original charge

or prior criminal record.

Two positive indications that even problems of the

breadth of available data might be conceivably overcome, derive

from the Rand Corporation study entitled "Indicators of'Justice"

(Nildhorn, Lavin, Pascal, perry, Klein, 1976) and from the

even more comprehensive work of Sutton (1976) sponsored by

the National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics

Service entitled "Criminal Sentencing-Perspectives on Analysis

and a Design for Research-Vtilizafion of Criminal Justice

Statistics Project." Th= and report is a broad study of

Oerformance measurem nt of criminal justice agencies involved
s.

in adult felony proceedings--post arrest through disposition.

It was unde4aken to identify, screen, and evaluate performance

measures estimated from agency records and survey of lay

'participants as indices of progress.

The,National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics

Service project is even more ambitious and highly relevant to the

consideration of_sentence disparity. The author designed an

analytic model that enables the comparison of sentencing

patterns for different offensee, across different jurisdictions,

over time, and for various offedder characteristics. Further-

more, whereas most studies have viewed sentencing as involving

a single decision, Sutrton (1976) distinguishes between the

judge's decision about the length of incarceration and his

vv
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equally vital determination of whether to incarcerate an

offender at all. Xis proposed research design also employs

data pertaining to the type as well as th ength of sentence.

His appended materials include brief a tions of the 23

independent variables to be used in the analysis. He then

utilized his analy'cal mo4el to study sentencing disparity

in the federal court system, with particular reference to

regional disparities.

While this study does not takeointo account state or

local court data, it does offer a methodology, -- multiple re-

gression analysis,phat identifies some o4ii,the principal determin-

ants of sentencing that, at best, account for 50% of the total

variability in sentencing. While its major focus is not in

the area of the effects on race to sentencing, this dimension

was considered.

Sentence Disparity in the Context of the Criminal Justice System'

The overall conclusion, then, is that there is consider- /

able irrational disparity in'sentencing, and that in certain

localities or systems during given years there are strong indica-

tions thit race and sex contribute to this disparity. As the

Clarke study in Alaska (1977) demonstrates, even small amounts

of disparity deriving from racial considerations can translate

into a specific number of months added to a sentence.

Some critics argue that sentence disparity is only one

of the many disparities that seem to occur at the various stages

of the criminal process, and that disparities in police

3;)

Noe
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discretion, in prosecutorlal decisions, or in plea bargaining,

are more significant than sentence disparity in producing

differential treatment in criminal justice. These arguments,

'while valid, fail to acknowledge that the other disparities

occur in decisions which are not petit of the public record

except in their effects, and are therefore much harder to

document. Some discretion is both more inevitable and

def ble at the level of the split-second police decis on.

The prosecutor's discretion is designed not to be the ubject

of public scrutiny, becaiise it is related to plea bargaining

The process of plea bargaining carries all the uncertainty of

any marketplace, althou0 most bargains become predictable.

Sentence disparity, when it occurs, is so stark and incontro-

vertible that it rankles as a visible symbol of all other real

or presumed disparities. The courts, in the person of the

judges, should Ombolise justice and equity. When the decisions

of the court are manifestly unfair and inequitable, or even

appear to be so, it is long remembered. This is why inter-

views with prisoners, even within the federal prison system,

yield complaints about disparity in sentencing even before

complaints are registered &bout prison conditions (Yzaguirre,

1977). Al Gaylin (1974) says flatly,"Nowhere is inequity

likely to be more evident, more costly to the victim, and

more infuriating to that group which identifies with him

than where Uwe is disparity in sentencing for committing a ."

crime."

'j
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C_ Irrational Bi and Discriminetion

What relationship, if any, is there between irrational

iastand discrimination, the two principal concepts that we

have been focusing upon?

Befor4 we answer, we must note that n,the most

sophistica studies thus far we have only,been able to

expiatn 50* 'of the variance in,sentencing using even the

entire range of 80 logically-related factors cited by*Harries

(1976),that half of the variance remains unexplained, and

41
therefore'senkencing remains unpredictable. fhe issue is

I

best set forth by Judge F el (1972).

A defendalit who comes up,,for sentencing
has no way of Knowing orireliably pre-
dicting whether he will walk out of, the
courtroom th probation, or be locked up
for a term of years that may consume the
rest of his life) or something in between4
'(The current situation) is a wild array of
hentencing judgments without any semblance
of the consist y demanded by the ideals

-,101L equal justicif.\.

No matter ,what the source ot

-this,lriationaliey, it poses a major civil rights issue in

itself. We must acknowledge, though, that since race and

.sex are among the variables that most studies include in

.gauging the explained variance in sentencing, it te-41logical

to assume thet,they are also major sources of the unexplained

variance. Neverthless, there are some who sharply suggest a

link, by an indirect route. Howard (1975) notes that the

orientation, attitude and action base of judges is influenced
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by history and social climate. Because of this, he claims,

any examination of ,sentencing disparity should begin not

with the judge, but wit* society itself. In our society,

Howard asserts, some citizens are seen as human, and some as

"less.than human," as deserving of less. Some people are

deemed not to,flbelong" because of perceived social or
+kw

cultural deficits. Also, society has a tendency to punish
w

people whom it regards as a threat to the system. Howard

traces these/mechanisins as social conceptions which can be

translated into-judicial behavior and adversel affect the

quality of justice. Although Howard's argument undoubtedly

clarifies the operation of race as a factor in sentencing,

it is less clear that it ill urinates the unexplained variance

in sentencing. If these soc 1 tonceptions operate as Howard

described them, they might be m diated through what Gaylin

describes as fhe personal system of each judge. Gaylin (1974)

says that each judge has his unique personal view of the

severity of certain crimes an)of the capacity for rehabilita-

tion of certain individuals. Consistency then is to be found

withid a judge's decision,. provided that the individual judge

will elucidate his philosophy of sentence, his hierarchy of
A

crimes, and his ideas on rehabilitation. Gaylin does not

expect consistency or predictability between judges or across
5

courts. Gaudet's (1949) study would seem to support this

S
explanation for he and his colleagues investigated the

sentences.imposed on 7,638 cases over ten years by six
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`separate judges in a New Jersey county court. Since the

cases were assigned to each judge on a rotational basis,

he concludes that the different types of offense and offender

woul6 be randomly distributed between judges. In genereil,

judges A and F were more lenient than the others--they im-

prisoned about a third of---.te offenderswhile the other judges

imprisoned half or'more. Unfortunately, Green correctly

criticized Gaudet's study on the basis of the fact that the

presumption that the judges had similar cases was,unproven.

Rood and Sparks (1970) have also criticized a study of disparity

among Israeli judges reported by Shoham (1959) on precisely

the same grounds. Although Shoham demonstrated significant

disparity between eight judges in three district courts, his

conclusion that judges A, N, and D have different policies for

offenses againit property and against the per on,relative to

the-other judges, is unwarranted. Hood and arks point out

that "apparntly three of the, eight judges t4eived only about

thirty cases each and'it therefore seems hard .to justify the

assumption that offenders of different types were evenly dis-

I

tributed between thpm." Shoham himself refers to the "per-

sonal.attitude of the judge and his individual sentencing

,habits" as a " marked influence onithe severity of punishment."

But he goes on'to call it "this indefinable element," and
ft

says that it "may play a more important role in determining

the type and severity ofentence than the nature of offense

ti



and the personality of the.06ffender." Although Hood and
0

Spark correctly wrote that, once again the unexplained has
.

been given'no erplanation at all, it is interesting to observe

that Bhoham's speculations appear to be confirmed by later

studies that attempt to apportion both the explainedwariance

andlip unexplained variande.

Regretably, we can also suggest that it may be that

even individual judges show limited consistency, fez-their

decis.iens are influenced by their sources of information about

the cases, and about the tenor of general social concern about

a category of cases or offenders.
//

The'lrapact of Irrational Divarity

,, There is another aspect of irrational disparity that

links it to discrimination, and tha is in its impact. The
'

proportion of minority members among those who commit crimes-
o

is difficult to estimate, but on the basis of solid evidence,
-4

1410,5 less than the proportion of minority members found among

those convicted and sent.to prison (Geis, 1965; Wolfgang &

'Cohen, 1970).

f : :
Attempts have been made to, conduct a regular ethnic

census of the inmates of jails andcOrrectional facilities,

but thus far only advance reports have been punished. In a

survey of inmates of local jails' in 1972 that was released
..-

in 1973, there were 3,921 jails estimated, holding 141 00

inmates, 95% of whom were male. The ethnic breakdown ound 56%

whites, 42% blacks, and 2% other minorities.

NA .
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In the advance report on the survey of inmates of

State Correctional Facilities in 1974 (SD- NPS -SR-2, Welch

1970) 191,400 inmates were counted, of whom 98% were sentenced.

This survey found that 51% were whites, 47% blacks, and 2%

others. If we consider also that for both groups approximately

25% ware'in the 261-24 age grqup, and that 75% Aire between the

ages of 18 and 34, the impact problem becomes obvious, in its

ramifications. Whatever he ;seasons may be for the ethnic

proportions among inmates, any inequity in the criminal justlee

process must impact most strongly on those who make up a large

part of the population. To the extent that blacks, and possibly

other minorities (although this is .not clear),are disproportion-

ately represented in the inmate population, not only are*they

the victims of inequity, but knowledge of inequity pervades

their subculture breeding both cynicism and politicization.

From a social perspective, we must be concerned about the

general problem that of an estimated 12.5 million black males

between theages of 18 and 24 in the total population in 1972,

the combined number of those incarcerated in local jails,

state Correctional facilities, and federal prisons can be

estimated at between two and three percent of the total group.

While this agecobort will decline in the general population

during the next decade, it may not do so for the minority

population.
ti
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VA. Call for Remedies and Reform
4

Even on the.basis of the mixed evidence, but certainly

inspired by.-the unequivocal evidence of intolerable disparity

in federal sentencing, the call for both remedies and reform

has' been sounded during the past two years. In-an issue of

Judicature in December 1976, there Were'articles thP expressed

various aspects of this call. Senator Edward Kennedy (1976)

revieved the total absence of any Prescribed guidelines to aid

judges in sentencing and articulated the provisions of a

proposed Senate reform bill, the Sentencing Guidelines Bill

(S. 2669 94th Congress.2d Session). Senator Kennedy's article
1

goes on to discuss a host of otherremedies as well, and

also discusses the purposes of incarceration. Dean Robert

McKay (1976) contiibitte-4rticle,entitled "It's Time to

Rehabilitate the Sentencing Process,"which is a sharp, critical

analysis of the eristdng sentence structure and its eff ects.
at

Kress, Wilkins and Gottfredson (1976) wrote to ask,"Is the

End of Judicial Sentencing in SightP' They expressed an

opinion that reform 'hotpot(' be gradual, rather than sweeping,

and consequently they presented a model of use of sentencing

guidelines.

While most of these calls and fecommehdations reached

a crescendo during tl1e past few yearl, the specific remedies

suggested stem from the 1967 President's Commission on Law

Enforcement and Ad ministration of Justice Task Force Report

t
4
1 IJ

4).

4).

41.
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on the Courts: Chapter 2, Sentence and on Corrections;

Chapter 3, Probation; and Chapter 6, Parole. They were

set forth-in the 1973 National Advisory Commission on Criminal

Justice Goals and Standards, Report on Correction,in which

Chapter 5 is on Sentencing. In 1968, there was a report by

the American Bar Association,Project on Minimum Standards

for Criminal Justice,entitled Sentence Alternatives and

Procedures; and a subsequent report was entitled Appellate

Review of S%andards.

These reports describe in appropriate detail some

of the remedies and reforms which should be applied to the

sentencing process.

At the time of the writing of this report, in December

of 1977, there is pending before the Senate a heavily reworked

Version of.last year's S.1, a recodifiCation of federal

criminal laws. In this year's 1437 (which has been

approved by the Senate Judiciary Committee and is expected

to be considered by the full body early next year) there are

found several of the reforms in sentencing that have been

proposed, including the establishient of a sentencing commis-

sion which would develop guidelines to provide direction for

federal judges. The Washington Star (1977) commented

editorally:

There is a growing mood of pragmatism

rather desperately arrived at--in
criminal sentencing. While the debate

and the research continue, those with
responsibility for conta.ining,crimin-
ality are more and more inclined to
endorse such procedures as determinate
sentences and the junkin of parole,

4 -7
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Proposed Remedies -- Limiting Judicial Discretion

This remedy also subsumes what Is sometimes termed

`*determinate,"'"definite" or "flat" sentences. Rubin (1955)

points out that there really is no such thing as either a

determinate or indeterminate sentence. There are sentences

with wide or narrow ranges between the minimum or maximum

term, ith fixed minima, fixed maxima or both,.but these

do not constftuie indeterminacy. Simularly,, even flat time

sentences do not mean that it has been inexorably determined

that the individual will serve a precise number of years,

months and days. Parole, "good time" and other earned time

considerations cloud this picture and add ambiguity.

Despite the semantic fuzziness, there is a decided

movement toward limiting judicial discietionwith regard to

the range of terms that can be meted out to persons convicted

of a given crime. Poster et al (1976) did an analytic review

of the prOposals for definite sentencing in four states and

defined definite'-sentencing as providing for definite terms

of imprisonment to be selected from narrowed sentence ranges

as one of the many sentencing options (diversion, probation,

restitution) available to judges." The legislative approach
q

to definiie sentencing was adopted by Illinois in November

1977 and is4.unerer consideration elsewhere. Under thip approach,

the legislature fixes the penalty statutorily, with limited
I

allowance for judicial discretion in the case of 'aggravating
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S

or mitigating circumstances. The judicial approach leaves

4- g ,reater discretion, but establishes a statutory maximum,

and has-heen adopted in the State of Maine. The administra-

tive approach, utilised in part by Minneiota and California,

narrows discretion' by establishing definite' parole release

dates within specified ranges according to the offense and

designated characteristics,of the offender. The study also

considers the amount of discretionary latitude that should be

possessed by a sentencing authority, potential suppor and

opposition factors for each of the three approaches, and

potential implications of definite sentencing. In his book

Prisons--Houses of Darkness, Orland (1975) wrote that current

radical approches tochanging the system calls for abolishing

indeterminate sentences and parole. "Precise sentences, the

maximum being five years, would be predetermined according to

the seriousness of the offense. Rehabilitation must be acc6m-

that prisons rehabilitate the criminal or restrain him if he

is dangerioas, and that to accomplish this judges and other

officials should be given the widest discretion in their

decisions': His text pointed out the flaws in this reasoning

plished during this time or, unless a compelling need for

further confinem- ent could be demonstrated, the prisoner would

be released." Von Hirsch (1976),in his book Doing Justice,

elucidated this very argument. Theories about sentencing, he

.wrote, have long been dominated by traditional assumptions--

.

by documenting the failures of rehabilitatioland the futility

of predicting recidivism.
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An interesting objection to this approach is found

in the McAnany (1976) article in The Chicago-Kept Law Review

where the implications of deffhite sentence on the correctional

system. is analyzed, includincr the potential problem! in insti-
,

tutiona/ diccipline, grievance procedures, and even the size

of the prison population. Yet, withal, the authors propose

alternative* that they consider critical for improvement over

the existing structure.'

In the April 1977 issue of Crime and Delinquency, a

symposium is presented in which John Manson (1977), Commissioner,

Connecticut Department of Correction, Calls for flat sentences
I

and a number of respondents comment on his proposal. He

states that flat sentences, with unconditional discharge at

" its expiration, woUld invite the prisoner to participate in

rehabilitativeyprograms if he was genuinely interested in them,

not because,he wanted to impress the parole board. Manson

links flat sentences with the abolition of parole. Most

respondents agree with Manson, particularly Leslie Duvall, an

Indiana State Senator, who finds this approach in step with

the philosophy of the net_oLpximinal code for Indiana adol)ted

July 1,.1977. (California adopted a new code with greater

determinacy on the same date.) A Montana State Senator,

Thomas Towe, writes "t t Montana never had indeterminate

sentences." Yet some scholar respondents wonder whether all

the implications and effects of this model have been

anticipated and these cautions deserve Attention.

4

44,
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Proposed RemediesSentencing Guidelines
t

in several states and localitieS, the use of /
sentencing guidelines, sometimes including average sentence =

tables, have been developed and adopted. This more moderate

approach has-been proposed by Enschede (1975), a distinguished

Dutch criminologist, and its operation in district courts in

Portland Oregon is described hmBvans and Gilbert (1975)

Essentially, parts of this remedy are found in the new

federal legislation now being considered, and this approich

111 has been advocated by Senator Kennedy (1975). The moderate

quality of this remedy lies in the fact that the only

tion of judicial discretion that it imposes is that knowledge

of average sentences for specific crimes be available to

judges. Whether judges will consult these averages, and,

- more important, whether they will be at all influenced by

them is open to speculation.

Pro osed Remedie/s--Comprehensive Presentpnce Services

..1.
The principal effect of an expanded comprehensiver--- -

presentence service is to provide alternatives to the courts.

It usually implies expanded probation services, Which are

still more limited than many might imagine. While probation

for juveniles was available in every state by 1925, it

was not until 1956 that this was true of adult probation.

As a result, withinstates there are many counties and
Ala

localities that still have no probation service available.

51
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In the 1968 President's Commission report on probation,

there is mention of one state in which "only two counties

have` probation services."'

There has been some expansion of these presentence

serviced through the,Interstate Compact for the Supervision

of Probation'ers and Parolees, in which probationers are able

to return and be supervised by agencies in their home states

after being adjudicated criminal or delinquent elsewhere.
1

Diciover and Durkee (1974) describe an option'of presentence

services developed in California. Their report, while claim-

ing that these services provide better focused guidance for

sentencing, found significant disparity in the patterns of

recommendations between the Northern and Southern guidance

centers. This discouraging problem confirms the findings

of Carter ;1969) that "widespread variation exists between

individual probation officers and individual judges."

From quite another perspective, Dash (1972) and

others have argued that an expanded role forrthe attorneys,

prosecution and defense in conferring. with the judge before

sentence might eliminate Irrational disparity.

The question remains, hgwever, whether the involve-
d
ment of additional people, probation officers, lawyers

,end others, may not introduce additional sources of

irrational disparity.

# However, it is clear that proposals for more

rigorous standards for presentence reports, including
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content specification, the early preparation of the

presentence.report prior to adjudication and expanded

disbldsure of the presentence report, as proposed by

the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice

Goals and Standards (1973),would'a1l serve to minimize

irrational disparity.

Proposed RemediesSentencing Panels

In the Dickover and Durkee (1974) article, one of

the remedies adopted in California and in other states are

sentencing panels. Three or morg,judges meet as a. panel

.

to consider what sentence should be given in each case,

thus sharing expertise and diminishing idiosyncratic approaches.

Eva0s and Gilbert (1975) also recommend this approach to

sentencing judges. While the benefits of achieving consensus_

are obvious, the responsibility for the sentence remains:

that of a single judge, in most cases, and room for irrational

disparity still exists. Even if the consensus were to be the

binding decisiln, it would be somewhat less subjective, but

still far from wholly- objective.

Proposed Remedies-I-Sentence Review

Legal scholars, including Judge Frankel (1974),

have agreed with the anonymous author of,tbe article (1973)

o4 n "Appelate Review of Sentences" in the Duke Law Journal's

that "adherence to the rule against sentence review has

5
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occasionally resulted in clearly excessive but unchallengable

sentences and in unjustified disparity in punishment for

similar crimes." Korbake (1975) reported on the results

of an American Judicature Society survey on sentence review

at the state level:

I

The survey determined that judg s have)
j the power to review the propriety of

legal sentezwes in 23 states. Four lfave
obtained thil power through case law; one
through the use of its rule-making' power;
twelve through statuatory enactments
authorizing appellate review of sentences,
and seven through the creation of panels
of trial codit judges to review the pro-
priety of the sentences imposed at the
trial court level. Three states, New
Mexico, Utah and Vest Virginia considered
the survey inapplicable to their state
in view of their strict indeterm1nate
sentencing statutes. The State of Wash -
ingtoiuiS listed as undecided since no
case law has been found interpreting the
court rule which appears to authorize the
review of sentences.- Twenty one states
do not allow review of legal but excessive
sentences.

The author of the Duke Law Journal article (1973)
ow

makes the bold statement that the federal courts have in-
.

creasingly avoided the rule against sentence review.

V
Given the apparent breadth of these
judically developed avoidance techniques,
it can probably be said that an appeals
court now hAs ample precedent for the
review of any sentence it considers
outrageous'. Among, the techniques emploged'
to review sentences are: a review on due
process or procedural grounds; reviews on
the grounds of protecting the defendant's
piiviledge against self-incrimination;
'review to enforce sentencing statutes;
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j.

1s.

11/1.

exercising supervisory control; and
reviewing abuse of discretion. It is
stated that access to serious review is
dependent upon the existence of a re-
viewable rectod. At present,,a sentenc-
ing judge is usually not requirld to 4

<1/4 disclose to the defendant or to an
eppe_els court either the presentence
report or the judge's grounds for a
particular sentence. The author con-
tends that this freedom to opetate
secret, if at all justifieable, accords
onlywith a system where sentencing
decisions -are not reviewable. If
sentences may be subjected to appellat
scrutiny, the chlpliation of-a revie

r: able record of the sentencing, decasio
would appear to be mandated,

In the proposed new federal cram

is provision both for appellate revss

a reviewable record.

code, there

entences d foY

The speci445s,aze similar in nature

( to models described by Strauss and Baskin (1976) that were

utilized by he- Clemency Boartin response to uneven

-treatment of draft offeeders by federal judges.

Review would be a majar, corrective, but it, has not
41r

always eliminabIld the .subtle effects of bias KiNdely shared

society although unjustified.

Proposed Remedies-= Other-Suggstions

V" Many tither remedAs have, been proposed,incldding

ei

orientation of-new judgesA , regular visitation of facilities,

improtred communication between judges and correcti nal
I

authorities, feedback systems on .outcomes of sentences,

sentencing institutes, continued jurisdiction of the
0

sentencing court, and gthers.
111,

None of the remedies in

.0"

111
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themselves carries claim to do other than ameliorate

disparity. These remedies are very moderate, because

they do not produce alltematic change.

Proposed Reiediss--144aluation

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice

Goals and Standards (1973) -pointed oizt that ,these ideas for
44s,

reform had been proposedl.during the decade earlier in three

major work

In 1962, the American Law Institute,
after a decade of study of the criminal,
justice system, proposed a 'model penal
code,' part of which suggested ways out
of the sentencing morass. In 1963, the
National Counci -1 on Crime and Delinquency
pUblished its '1o412-)Sentencing Act.'
Finally, httvaer. 1966 aid 19741 t.71e.
American Bar Association producedia
number of significant publications in
its Project,on Ndnimum Standards for
.Criminal Justice.

Despite a91 these suggestions 'and efforts, alters-
&

-tion of the current ,system has been "slow and arducwis,"

the:Commission concluded..
4

.

Some of the proposed remedies would seem to offer
:'--

-Immediate amelioration. There is reason to suspect, however,

that'other unanticiiated effects would also result from the mov

to these remedie .

Alternates Available to the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights

Under its charge, the U. S. Commission on Civil

Rights is clearly concerned with sentence disparity. This

concern must be heightened' both. by the slow progress_being

made toward any kind of remedy and because there is still
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so such that is not known about the possible discriminatory

effects of sentence disparity. There are several courses of

action that the Commissionccould undertake,including launching

studies of the Troblem on a natIOnai or regional basis, con-

ducting factfinding hearings, conductihg consultations with

experts in this field, holding open meetings on -a regional

basis under the aegis of the regional advisory boards, calling

fora Presidential Commission on Sentencing (as recommended

by Judge Frankel,'1972), calling upon other agencies of

government at the federal or state level to address themselves

Ap this problem, or any combination of these options.

Study Possibilities

While there are some hopeful indications that they

can be overcome, the methodological problems in conducting,, %

valid studies of disparate sentencing are still formidable.

The essential point is that a credible study must include

the relevant control variables that have been identified and

that afesponsiple study must choose variables that reflect

a balanced underlying philosophy of criminal justice. The

difficulty encountered thus far in attemptIty to use control
1

variables appropriately is that the baie data for many of

these variables are found in sources other than the data banks

used by the court systems. 'In many states and localities, the

data are simply not stored in any single place, and the attempt

to use several data source& makes any study cumbersome and

0

5
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expensive. On theigtdera/ level, this problem has been over-

come And there are indications that t can be overcome at the

state and local level as well.

The methodological issues, conceptual. issues and

scope'of any such study, even oh that proceeds on a sampling

basis, appear to require that the Commission proceed carefully,

consult widely with experts, and perkaPs collaborate with

other'governmental gencies in-order to bring to bear an

appropriate range of resources. A study, however, could

S

produce a definitive picture that would be an imporbent stimu- S.

Ills to reform and that would, at this timer provide a model

' to be used'hy states; localities and systems to monitor their

per formanCe.

Factfindirig hearings appear to be less appropriate,

for the information that is required is not the private knowledge

of individuals who might be subpoenaed to appear and testify.
4

Those with factual information about discrimination implicit

in disparate sentencing will freely testify. Those who

participate in systems inplch this is-an.unacknowledged

effect of the process will have little or no conscious

knowledge to communicate, for it is in these systems that

records are spotty and results have not been scrutinized to

determine either the extent of irrational disparity or of

discrimination in sentence disparity.

Consultations with experts should be extremely

S.
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helpful to the Commission both in focusing attention on

this very serious and intolerable problem and on charting

both future action and Commission poSitikOq4 on remedies-
',

hat are currently being proposed.

Open meetings would serve some of the same purposes, ,

but it must be remembered that sentence disparity is not only

a reality of,the courtroom, but is also the widely condemned

pervasive irritant among the minorities-and the poor who

suffer as a resultof it. If public open meetings serve fo

fan these resentments without rapid moement thereafter to

remedies, then the meetings will have caused harm. The

, a
public at large knows in a vague way that sentencing is

disparate. Those who identify with the victims of this

disparity know of specific cases, but'not of the general

picture. It is possible that it may be salutary for groups

who believe that they have been singled ut for invidious

discriminatory treatment to participate in open meetings

where others can express their concerns as well.

There are some whO may claim, at this point in

time, that the impending federal legislation(.. 1437)and

the legislati e changes just made by several of the states

will, in thems ves, provide 'a solution to the problems-of

sentence disparity. This is still questionable, both

because there are many states and localities in which

considerable judiiial discretion is exercised and because

5.)

or
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the remedies contained in these current legislative efforts

are still untried, and we simply do not.know what their

effects will be. nevertheless, there has been sufficient

progress, .or promise of progress, to obviate the need that

Judge Frankel (197 ) expreised for'appointment of a -.

.

Presidential Commi sion to examine sentencing in the federa..i_//

system.

The proposed reorganization of the Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration recently announced by Attorney

General Bell calls for a broadening of the agency with a

National Institute -for Justice. Whether or not this specific

reorganization plan is adopted, the thrust presented' suggests
I

that the Department-of Justice might be an appropriate

collaborator in efforts to deal with inequity in sentencing.

Beth the,AssistintsAttdeney General for Civil Rights and

the Assistadt*Attoiney aeneral for Improvements in the

Administration of Justice might well, be involved in. planning
i

steps to be tarkeli in coming to grips wish the problem.
.1,

Summary

The, cull extent of sentence disparity in the courts

of our country is not known; but there is ample evidence that

substantia1l disparity exists and that much of it can neither

be explained or justified. The evidence with regard to

discrimination as a factor in this disparity is mixed and
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difficult to fathotIbecause of tangled methodology and

methodological issues. However, there is solid evidence

from certain states or localities that race or sex contri-

butes in some small part to the variance in sentencing,

thus adding months to individual ,sentences. Moreover,

the impact of general, irrational disparity impacts heavily

on minority members who become involved with the criminal

justice 'system. There are several remedies that have been

proposed, and some-have rbcently been enacted in a few states,

but generally remedial progress has been slow and halting.

There is reason to believe that an equal protection challenge

could now be mounted, espelially if there were an adequate

base of 'supporting data. It is concluded that the U. S..

Commission on Civil Rights has several alternatives for

action avallable to it, possibly in concert with other
0

governmental agencies, and that it has both the authority

and obligation to act in this area.

-
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